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ALGORITHM FOR ASTRONOMICAL, EXTENDED SOURCE, SIGNAL-
TO-NOISE-RATIO CALCULATIONS
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The software computes signal-to-noise ratios (S/N)as a function of observation
time and observation times as a function of signal-to-noise ratios for viewing an astro-
nomical extended source with a telescope and focal plane detector array outside the
Earth's atmosphere. The extended source is assumed to be square or rectangular,
uniform in brightness, and centered on the optic axis of the telescope. A combined
S/N is computed for all the detector picture elements (pels) affected by the extended
source, as well as one for a single pel, which may be completely or only partially
filled (at the user's discretion) by the extended source. The user is also allowed
to shift the extended source image in any direction by an amount equal to or less
than the pel dimensions.
The cosmic background within the field-of-view is also assumed to be uniform
in brightness. The user may request a monochromatic or polychromatic extended
source and background. The user also has the choice of requesting a uniform or
blackbody spectral distribution for the source and background.
The optical system is characterized by the telescope entrance pupil diameter
and the system focal ratio. The user can also include optical filters by specifying
their transmission characteristics.
The focal plane detector is assumed to be a charge coupled device (CCD) array
that can have square or rectangular shaped pels and dead spaces between the pels.
The CCD is also characterized by a root mean square (rms) readout noise, dark
current, and quantum efficiency.
The program has the option to change some of the parameters in the calcula-
tions without restarting and completely re-typing all of the input data.
USER INSTRUCTIONS
The user is first asked to input the visual magnitude of the extended source
and then to choose whether or not the spectral distribution of the source is uniform
or blackbody. The cosmic background will also have the same type spectral distribu-
tion. If a blackbody distribution is chosen, the user is asked to input the effective
temperature (°K) of the source. The effective temperature for the cosmic back-
ground will be requested later.
Next the user is asked to input the lower and upper wavelengths (cm) and the
number of wavelengths to consider. For Space Telescope, the lower and upper wave-
lengths are 10-5 cm and 11 x 10-5 cm. The maximum number of wavelengths that
the program can handle is 21, which makes the wavelength increment 0.5 x 10-5 cm.
For this case, the filter functions (0 _ transmission _ 1) and quantum efficieneies
(electrons/photon) must be specified a-nd read in (all-21 of them) in increments of
0.5 x 10-5 era. The user is asked if there is a table of quantum effieiencies and
filter functions. If the answer is yes, then two files of data must have been pre-
viously prepared, which are now read into the program. One file contains the quan-
tum efficiencies and the other contains the filter transmissions. Because the program
integrates over wavelength, the first and last non-zero filter transmissions should be
divided by two in order to use the trapezoidal rule for numerical integration. If the
answer is no, the user is assumed to desire a system with 100 percent quantum
efficiency and no filters.
To obtain a monochromatic souree and background, the lower wavelength will
be chosen as the desired wavelength, if the number of wavelength calculations is set
to one. The user is then asked to input the quantum efficiency and filter trans-
mission for that wavelength.
Next, the user is asked to input the diameter (cm) of the telescope entrance
pupil and the focal ratio of the optical system. Then the visual magnitude of the
cosmic background is requested. If a blackbody distribution was requested, an
effective background temperature (°Kelvin) will also be requested.
The user is then asked to specify the eharaeteristies of the CCD pel array and
the location of the extended source image within the array. To visualize the effects
of the following inputs, see Figure 1 and consider the definitions listed below.
XSW = X direction width of the extended source in arc see
YSW = Y direction width of the extended source in are see
XPW = X direction width of the CCD pel in arc see
XPW = Y direction width of the CCD pel in arc see
XPD = X distanee between pel centers in arc see, YPD _ XPW
YPD = Y distance between pel centers in arc see, YPD _ YPWm
XOF = X distance offset in arc sec of extended source image from the origin,
0 _ XOF _ XSW
YOF = Y distance offset in arc see of extended source image from the origin,
0 _ YOF _ YSW .
Dead space between the pels is created whenever XPD > XPW and/or YPD > YPW, i.e.,
the pel center separation is greater than the pel dimension in the same direction.
The program computes the size of the array needed based upon the size and location
of the extended source image. All parts of the source image fall either upon a dead
space or a pel.
After entering the x,y pel widths, x,y source image widths, x,y pel center
separations, and the x,y source image offsets, the program computes a combined
signal-to-noise ratio for an area that contains all pels effeeted by the extended souree
image. In the ease of Figure 1, a combined signal-to-noise ratio would be eomputed
for a three by three array. The user can obtain a S/N for a single pel completely
°
filled by the portion of the source image by entering a "1," when the prompt "Enter
Fraction of a Pel for S/N Per Pel" is received. To obtain the S/N for a pel partially
filled by the portion of the extended source image, the user enters the fraction of
the pel that is filled by the portion of the extended source. To complete the detec-
tor characteristics, the user inputs the rms readout noise in the electrons per pel
and the detector temperature in °Kelvin. For the particular CCD array used with
the Space Telescope and the Wide Field/Planetary Camera, the readout noise has been
suggested [1] to range from 13.9 to 17.8 electrons per pel rms. For the above CCD
array, the maximum operating temperature [1] is expected to be around 178°K
(-95°C), and the dark current in electrons per pel per second is computed from this
input temperature. The user can input a mean dark current directly by first enter-
ing a temperature less than 4°K. A prompt will then appear requesting the desired
dark current.
The next set of inputs is concerned with the output data that is desired. The
user first specifies the observation start and end times in seconds and the number of
time calculations. For example, to compute the S/N in hour intervals from 1 to 14 hr,
the user would input a start time of 3600 sec, and an end time of 50400 sec and 14
as the number of time calcualtions. To reverse the situation and determine the
observation times needed to achieve a desired range of S/N, the user inputs a start
and end S/N and the desired number of S/N calculations. The program will proceed
to output the desired data.
After the output is complete, the user may repeat the calculations for a source
with a different visual magnitude and/or a background with a different visual magni-
tude, without having to re-input all the previous input data. An additional repeat
calculation that can be accomplished with or without the magnitude changes, is to
change the characteristics of the detector. This option, however, requires that the
user re-input all data starting with the detector characteristics and continuing through
the number of S/N calculations. The program terminates when the user answers no
to all the repeat calculation options.
EQUATIONS USED
The system of units used is the cgs system, except for the image source and
pel dimensions, which are in arc-see. The total energy emitted in the eye responsive
spectral region per square arc-see ( [] ) from an extended, astronomical source of
visual magnitude m and received per square meter per second outside the Earth's
atmosphere is given by [2]
I m* = 2.54 x 10-6 x 10-0"4m lux/ [] . (1)
Equation (1) is converted from photometric to radiometrie units by dividing by
7.6x10- 5cm
0.68 J K(_) d_ lux per (ergs cm -2 see -1 A_ -1) , (2)
3.8xl0-5cm
where At is the wavelength interval (expressed in cm) and K(1) is the photopic eye
response [2] given in Table 1. Dividing equation (1) by equation (2) is tantamount
to assuming a uniform spectral distribution of the extended source and gives
3.7353 x 10-6 x 10-0.4 m ergs cm -2 []-i sec-I 51-1
I (I)= (3)
m 7.6x 10- 5cm
f K(t) dl
3.8xl0-5cm
If B(I,T) is the blackbody distribution having an effective temperature T(°Kelvin),
then equation (3) can be converted to a blackbody distribution in the following
manner [3] :





Any type distributions can be used for B(I,T) in equation (4) since multiplying
equation (4) by 0.68 K(1) and integrating from 3.8 x 10-5 cm to 7.6 x 10-5 cm
reproduces equation (i). If B(1,t) were a uniform distribution, then equation (3)
would be obtained again. Assume that a uniform distribution has been selected and
that the following quantities have been specified:
d_ = area of the extended source in []
A = area of the telescope entrance pupil (cm 2)
hc / I = ergs/photon
Q(1) = quantum efficiency in electrons per photon
F(1) = optical filter transmission
The quantum efficiencies [ 1] used in the output example are shown in Table 2. They
include the combined effects of the optical telescope assembly and the wide field and
planetary camera. The filter function [4] used in the output example is listed in
Table 3.
The rate at which electrons are liberated from the detector per wavelength
interval at a chosen wavelength is given by
Ss(1 ) _ A(dfi) IIm(1)Q(1)F(1) electrons sec -1 51-1hc • (5)
4
Equation (5) is called the monochromatic source signal current. Integrating equation
(5) over the wavelength region influenced by the quantum efficiency and optical filter
produces the polyehromatic signal current. If there is a dead space between the
detector pels, d_ is reduced to account for the dead space and any image offsets
input by the user. The polyehromatic source signal current is given by
- -- Im(),)Q(_)F()_)_d), electrons sec (6)
1
By the same analogy, the polyehromatie, cosmic background, signal current is given
by
A(Npd_') f 2 -1Sb - hc ¢ _Im'(_)Q(_)F(_)d}, electrons sec (7)
where m' could be different visual magnitude than that of the source, d_' is the area
of single pel in [] , and Np is the number of pels that have been totally or partially
illuminated by the extended source image. Thus, (Npd_') is always equal to orgreater than (d_).
To compute a signal-to-noise ratio, the contributions to the signal term and the
noise term must be defined. For the polychromatie case, for example, the signal is
equation (6) multiplied by the time in seconds. If the incoming photon flux is
assumed to be Poisson distributed, then the variance of the signal is also equal to
the mean signal. If the signal to noise ratio is defined as the ratio of the mean to
the standard deviation of the mean, then the source signal will contribute to the
noise. Other contributions to the noise include the cosmic background signal, the
rms readout noise in electrons per pel and the mean dark current in electrons per
pel second. If all of the noise contributors are assumed to be statistically independ-
ent, then the signal-to-noise ratio is given by
S .t
(S/N) = s (8)
(Ss.t + Sb.t+Np.R2+Np.D.t) I/2
where R is the rms readout noise, Np is the total number of pels that are totally or
partially illuminated by the extended source, D is the dark current and t is the time
in seconds. As previously mentioned, the user has the option of inputing the dark
current directly or inputing the detector temperature and having the dark current
computed for the CCD array on Space Telescope for the Wide Field/Planetary Camera.
The equations [5] for the dark current are given by
D = 29.3 x 109 x T 3/2 exp (-5802.1Z) , (9)
where
1. 1557 7. 021Tx10 -4
Z - T 1108+T ' (10)
where T is the detector temperature in °Kelvin.
Equation (8) is a combined signal-to-noise ratio for all pels totally or partially
illuminated by the extended source. To compute the signal to noise ratio for one pel
that is totally or partially illuminated by the source, equation (8) is rewritten as
S '.t.f
(S/N)' = s i/2 (ii)
(S s" t. f+S b" t+R 2+D. t)
where f is the fraction of a pel illuminated by the source, and S s' is equation (6)
except that d_ has been repaleed with dfi' as in equation (7). Equations (8) and
(11) give the signal-to-noise ratios as a function of observation time. However, the
time can be solved for in terms of the signal to noise ratio. Solving equation (8)
for time gives
t = (S/N) 2 (Ss.Sb+Np'D) 1 (Ss+Sb+Np "D) 24 2Np (R I I/22Ss2 + (S/N) 4 + (S/N) /Ss)2 sec4S s
(12)
Equation (11) can be similarly written by setting Np = 1 and replacing S s with Ssf.
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TABLE 1. PHOTOPIC EYE RESPONSE
(10-5cm) K(I) _ (10-Sere) K(I) _ (10-5cm) K(I)
3.8 0. 00004 5.1 0. 503 6.4 0. 175
3.9 0.00012 5.2 0.71 6.5 0.107
4.0 0.0004 5.3 0.862 6.6 0.061
4.1 0.0012 5.4 0.954 6.7 0.032
4.2 0.004 5.5 0.995 6.8 0.017
4.3 0. 0116 5.6 0. 995 6.9 0. 0082
4.4 0.023 5.7 0.952 7.0 0.0041
4.5 0.038 5.8 0.87 7.1 0.0021
4.6 0.06 5.9 0.757 7.2 0.00105
4.7 0.09 6.0 0.631 7.3 0.00051
4.8 0. 139 6.1 0. 503 7.4 0.00025
4.9 0.208 6.2 0.381 7.5 0.00012
5.0 0.323 6.3 0.265 7.6 0.00006
TABLE 2. QUANTUM EFFICIENCIES
(10-5cm) Q()_) _ (10-5era) Q(x) x (10-5cm) Q(_)
1.0 0.0" 4.5 0.08* 8.0 0.12
1.5 0.028* 5.0 0.12 8.5 0.105"
2.0 0.05 5.5 0.15" 9.0 0.09
2.5 0.05 6.0 0.18 9.5 0.08*
3.0 0.05 6.5 0.18" 10.0 0.07
3.5 0.06 7.0 0.18 10.5 0. 045*
4.0 0.04 7.5 0.15" 11.0 0.02
*Interpolated Values
TABLE 3. FILTER FUNCTION





*The values were divided by2 for using trapezoidal
rule in numerical integration over wavelength.
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ENTEP EXTENDED SOURCE VISUAL NAGNITUDE
ENTER _HOICE OF SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION FOR SOURCEI-_LACKBODV OR e-FLAT
De.
ENTER LOVER AND UPPER UAUELENGTHS IN CR
?J.E-S, II.E-S
ENTER NURBER OF UAUELENGTH CALCULATIONS
921.
IS THERE A TABLE OF GURNTUR EFFIClENCIES?(VES.IINO-e)91.
IS THERE R TABLE OF FILTER FUNCTIONS?(YES-IjNO-e)71.
ENTER TELESCOPE ENTRANCE PUPIL DIARETER(Cfl) AND
SYSTER FOCAL RATIO
7240.,30,
ENTER COSMIC BACKGROUNDVISUAL RAGNITUDE
?23.
ENTER X,V WIDTHS(ARC SECONDS) OF SOURCE
90.25.0.25
ENTER X,Y UIDTHS(ARC SECONDS) OF A PEL
?0.043,0.043
ENTER X,Y PEL CENTER SEPARATIONS(ARC SECONDS)
70.043,0.043
ENTER XoV DETECTOR OFFSET(N1C SECONDS)
X,Y VALUES NUST BE ",)e,BUT ( PEL UIDTHS
90.004,0,004
ENTER FRACTION OF A PEL FILLED FOR (S/N) PER PEL?1.




ENTER OBSERVATION START NqD END TIRES(SECONDS)
_3600.,se400.
ENTER NURBER()I) OF TIRE CALCULATIONS
_14,
ENTER START AND END SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS(S/N)
_1.,10,
ENTER NUflBER(>t) OF (S/N) CALCULATIONS
_10.
CLEAR SCREEN AND RETURN FOR OUTPUT
10
TELESCOPE ENTRANCE PUPIL DIAMETER 24e.eee cm Do vOU MISH TO CHl_ gACKGROUMDM_ITUOE?(YES-1;NO-@)OPTICHL SVSTEN FOCAL RATIO 3e.ee _e.
SOURCE CHARACTERISTICS DO YOU UISH TO CI.I_E _ETECTOR EFFECTS?(VES-1;NO-e)FLAT DISTRIBUTION .64918L="_2E ee DETECT.ELEC/SEC/RROSEC_32 "Pe.
EXTEHDED SOURCE MAGNITUDE 2s.ee
ERGS/SEC/CMX_2/ARCSECXt2 OUTSIDE ATMOSPHERE .37353315E-le DID VOU RAKE ANY CHN'tGES?(YES.IjNO-@)SOURCE DIMENSIONS(ARC SECOfiDS)sX- .250e V- .2see ?e.
ZSTOPI @
BACKBGROUHDCHARACTERISTICS
FLAT DISTRIBUTION .4egEe51_E el DETECT.ELEC/SEC/RRCSEGZ_E
BACKGROUNDMAGNITUDE 23.ee
ERGS/SEC/CMZZ2/RRCSECIZ2 OUTSIDE ATMOSPHERE .23568EESE-14
SYSTEM SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS
URUELENGTH(CR) QURN.EFFIC. FILTER FUNCTION
.49999959E-e4 .leeeeeeeE ee .z?seeeeeEee
.54999953E-e4 .14gggggsE ee .sgsgggggE ee
.sggggg48E-_4 .18eeeeelE ee .g78eeeelE ee
.6499994EE-e4 .18eeee4)lE ee .83sooo_BE-o1
DETECTOR CHARACTERIRSTICS
PEL DIMENSIONS(ARC SECONDS)tX- .e43@ Yo .e43e
PEL CENTER SEPARATION(ARC SECONDS)IX- .e43e Y, .e43e
DETECTOR OFFSET(ARC SECONDS)sX- .ee4e y. .ee4e




SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO R5 A FUNCTION OF OBSERURTION TIRE
PER ARRAY(S/N) AND PER FRACTION OF A PEL(S/N/P),IJHERE
THE FRACTION IS i.e_e
TIRE(SECONDS) (S/N) (S/N/P)
.3seeeeeeE e4 .l_S?g422E e! .22321123E END
.Taeee_eeE e4 ._3_16362E el .418g4e31E ee
.leseeeeeE @g .3349e124E el .sg3gEg35E ee
.144eet)eeE es .4_4SS33gE el .?S284463E @e
.lseeeeeeE es .Se69e994E e! .sgs?g?93E END
._16e_eeeE eg .583_7589£ el .le34e338E el
.252eeOeeE es .65463123E el .11604156E el
._s3eeeeeE e5 .7217;2985E el .127g_473E el
.3240eeOOE 85 .78516531E el .13gig?gEE O!
.36@eeeeeE e5 .S4541L=_)EE el .14g_=586E 81
.3gEeeeeeE eg .ge2855g?E el .15gg_68eE el
.432e_eE eg .gs78152?E el .16g?E?SP..E @1
,4_seeeeeE eS .leleSgS_E @_ .17_4?t_E el
.ge4_eeeeE Og .Je61299eE e2 .188e4836E el
(5/N) SECONDS(ARRAY) SECONOS(PIXEL)
l.ee .28196663E e4 ._e669961E e5
_.ee .SgT_636?E @4 .5S39944gE @5
3.ee .g48491e_E e4 .;e?eassEE es
4.ee .J3381652E es .t?6991sEE e6
_.ee .17686836E e5 ._;Sgle_SE 06
6._@ ._4_988E eS .3"141@6@6E e6
7._ ,_?61_g8eE @_ .5etTeOeEE 86
8._ .33_699_E e5 .6487g@3SE 06
g.ee .39417egetE eS .81s3sg31E e6
_e._e .46e68@eeE eg .leelS_?gE e7




07:29 AUG 10,'8a DC/EXTSRC.JAYROE
C ***** THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES THE SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO *****
C ***** OUTSIDE THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE FOR A RECTANGULAR ****
€
C ***** UNIFORM EXTENDED SOURCE OF VISUAL MAGNITUDE XSM *****
C ***** EMBEDDED IN A BACKGROUND OF VISUAL MAGNITUDE XMB ****
C ***** AND FOR A RANGE OF OBSERVATION TIMES,THE CHAR- *****
C ***** ACTERISTIC8 OF THE RECTANGULAR DETECTOR ARRAY *****
C ***** THAT ARE USED INCLUDE QUANTU_ EFFICIENCY,PEL *****
C ***** DIMENSION_DEAD SPACE,RMSREADOUT NOISE AND MEAN *****
C ***** DARK CURRENT,THE SOURCE AND BACKGROUND CAN HAVE *****
C ***** A FLAT SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OR A BLACKBODY DIS-*****
C ***** TRIBUTION,IN WHICH CASE THE EFFECTIVE TEMPERA- *****
C ***** TURE OF THE SOURCE AND BACKGROUND MUST BE INPUT,*****
C ***** THE OBSERVATION TELESCOPE/DETECTOR SYSTEM HAS AN*****
C ***** ENTRANCE PUPIL DIAMETER DP AND A FOCAL RATIO FR,*****
C ***** OPTICAL FILTERS CAN ALSO BE USED WITH FILTER *****
C ***** FUNCTIONS FF, *****
DIMENSION XK(40),QUEF(50),FF(50)
WRITE(tO2,bO00)
bOO0 FORMAT(" ENTER EXTENDED SOURCE VISUAL MAGNITUDE')
READ(tOt,5OOO)XSM
5000 FORMAT(2OG)
C ***** UNITS OF X@M ARE (IO**(-5))ERGS/CM*CM/$EC *****
XIMS=O,I7353*10.O**(-O.4*XSH)
_RITE(I02,6004)
bO0_ FORMAT(/," ENTER CHOICE OF SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION FOR SOURCE')
WRITE(IO2,bO05)






C ***** PHOTOPIC INTEGRAL OF K(L)DL FROM (3,8-7,b]E-5 *****







bOO9 FORMAT(/," ENTER SOURCE EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE(KELVIN)')
READ(IO1,5OOO)$EFT
















































6029 FORMAT(/," ENTER MONOCHROMATIC QUANTU_ EFFICIENCY')
REAO(IOI,5OOO)QUEF(I)
WRITE(102,b033)






































b037 FORMAT(/_'ENTER TELESCOPE ENTRANCE PUPIL DIAMETER(CM) AND')
_RITE(102,b038)


































































6053 FORMAT(/,'ENTER XtY WIDTHS(ARC SECONDS) OF SOURCE')
READ(IOI_5OOO)XS_,YSW
_RITE(I02,6057)
6057 FORHAT(/F'ENTER X,Y _IDTHS(ARC SECONDS) OF A PEL')
READ(IOIrSOOO)XPW,YPW
WRITE(IO2e6061)
6061FORMAT(/wWENTER XeY PEL CENTER SEPARATIONS(ARC SECOND8)')
READ(IOI,_SOOO)XPD,YPD
_RITE(IO2,bObS)
6065 FORMAT(/r'ENTER XeY DETECTOR OFFSET(ARC SECONDS)')
_RITE(lO2wbOb9)
15














































6085 FORMAT(/_'ENTER MEAN DARK CURRENT(ELECTRONS/PEL/SECOND)')
READ(IOIr5OOO)DC
380 _RITE(t02_6089)









609_ FORMAT(/p'ENTER START AND END SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS(S/N)')
READ(IOI,5OOO)SNST,SNND
_RITE(IO2,6OQ5)





6096 FORMAT(/w°CLEAR SCREEN AND RETURN FOR OUTPUT')
READ(IOtrSOOO)DUMMY
q45 _RITE(IO2o6097]DP
6097 FORMAT(/_'TELESCOPE ENTRANCE PUPIL DIAMETER ",FT,Sr" CM*)
WRITE(IO2r610I)FR





6109 FORMAT(IX,'PLANC DISTRIBUTION',E15,8," DETECT.ELEC!SEC/ARCSEC**2")
_RITE(JO2,b113)SEFT
6113 FORMAT(5X,'EFFECTIVE TEPPERATURE ',F9,3, ° DEGREES KELVIN')
GO TO 400
390 _RITE(IO2,6117)SIGNL
6117 FOR_AT(IX,'FLAT OISTRIBUTION',E15,8," DETECT.ELEC/SEC/ARCSEC**2")
_00 WRITE(IO2,6121)XSM
6121 FORMAT(5X_'EXTENDED SOURCE MAGNITUDE *,F5.2)
WRITE(IO2r6122)XIMS
6122 FORMAT(SX,'ERGS/SEC/CM**2/ARCSEC**2 OUTSIDE ATMOSPHERE ",E15.8)
_RITE(IO2,6125)XSW_YSW









61q5 FORMAT(5Xr'BACKGROUND MAGNITUDE ",F5,2}
WRITE(102,b122)XIMB
WRITE(102,6149)













b161 FORMAT(/r'DETECTOR CHARACTERIRSTIC$ °)
_RITE(IO2eblbS)XP_,YPW
= " Y=" F8,_)6165 FORMAT(5Xw'PEL DIMENSIONS(ARC SECONDS)IX ",FB.a, r
_RITE(IOZ,blbg)XPOeYPD
b16g FORMAT(5X,'PEL CENTER SEPARATION(ARC SECONDS)IX=',FS.Qe ° Y='rF8._)
WRITE(IO2,0173)XOF,YOF
b173 FORMAT(5X,'DETECTOR OFFSET(ARC SECONDS):X=',FS.Q," Y=',F8.Q)
BRITE(!O2,6177)MX,MY









blg3 FORMAT(/,'SlGNAL TO NOISE RATIO AS A FUNCTION OF ÙBSERVATION't
&" TIME')
WRITE(IO2,blg7)
blg7 FORMAT('PER ARRAY(S/N) AND PER FRACTION OF' A PEL(S/N/P),_HERE')
WRITE(IO2aO2OI)FRAC
6201FORMAT('THE FRACTION IS "rFT.a)
WRITE(102,6205)
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